
Abstract

Despite the ongoing technological

progress, pseudo scientific and related

practices are much prevalent in the

Indian society. In India television is

the most important medium for pres-

ent times. Especially year after the

resurgence of private television chan-

nels broadcasting of programs on

areas such as astrology, reincarnation

and vastu shastra which lack assess-

ment through scientific enquiry and

could be ethically questionable, are on

the rise. The constitution of India cat-

egorically encourages development of

scientific temper and ethical consider-

ations through fundamental duties. In

the context of ethical and scientific

considerations provided by constitu-

tion, this study aims at examining the

ethical appropriateness of television

programs which may lack scientific

enquiry and assessment of their effec-

tiveness and which can also expose

citizen to various exploitations. This

study triangulates the observations

from in-depth interviews of experts

and from an extensive survey, for

highlighting the appropriateness of

pseudo scientific programs. The find-

ings will help academicians, activist,

practitioners and governing bodies by

enabling better understanding of such

important and yet at times controver-

sial issue.           

Key words: Pseudo scientific pro-

grams, Television, Constitutional

ethics 

Introduction

In a fast progressing country like

India, spreading of broadcast media is

on the rise. Broadcast media has

brought a major change to the area of

infotainment. But the flip side of this

highly impacting medium is that the

rules and governance related to the

content of media are still evolving.

Resultantly we have plethora of pro-

grams being broadcasted both on
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national and regional channels. One

of the major areas where such pro-

grams border on the science and pseu-

do science are the programs based on

areas like astrology, reincarnation and

vastu shastra. Such programs may fall

short of the logical validation through

the approach of modern science, but

still seem to have huge impact on the

target audiences. Such programs also

question their ethical validity which

becomes especially important in the

largest democracy of the world where

the constitution itself encourages

development of scientific temper

through the fundamental rights. 

Television as the preferred medium

As per the 2018 survey of Broadcast

Audience Research Council, India

now has around 197 million television

(Tv) homes which is a steep increase

from the figure of 183 million in

20162. The other highlights of the

survey being, total Tv penetration is

at 66% and around 835 million indi-

viduals are having access to television

(more than two and half times that of

the smart phone penetration).  Mr.

Jehil Thakkar, partner at Deloitte in

an interview to economic times

specifically mentions of television

remaining the biggest media for fore-

seeable future in India and with 100%

electrification of villages, television is

one of the first item they will buy fur-

ther increasing the penetration of tele-

vision3. Thus television is the most

important medium in India in the

present times.

constitutional ethics

Greek philosophers divided their

work in two three broad segments one

of which was ethics. Ethics according

to them is the study of choices

between good and evil, truth and

falsehood, virtue and vice, and it is

more about whether the action being

judged is good or bad (Thakurta,

2012). As per Encyclopedia

Britannica ethics can also be applied

to any system or theory of moral val-

ues or principles. In this study, our

understanding of the term constitu-

tional ethics is what as per the spirit

of constitution is the most preferred

approach or behavior that a citizen of

India is expected to exhibit. The con-

stitution of India categorically encour-

ages development of scientific temper

and ethical considerations through

fundamental duties. 

Hence in the context of ethical and

scientific considerations provided by

the constitution this study aims at

examining the ethical appropriateness

of television programs which may

lack scientific enquiry and assessment

of their effectiveness and which can

also expose citizen to economic and

social exploitation.

To examine this critical issue we con-

ducted in-depth interviews of eminent

personalities namely Dr. Hamid

Dabholkar a practicing psychiatrist

and an active member of the

renowned Andhashraddha Nirmulan

Samiti, Mr. Ganesh Kanate, erstwhile

editor of Saam Marathi Tv and Tv9

Marathi and senior advocate Aseem
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Sarode who is also a known social

activist. Apart from the in-depth inter-

views, an extensive survey involving

157 respondents was also conducted.

The observations from the interviews

and the survey were then triangulated

to arrive at a conclusion. This triangu-

lation helped in receiving of knowl-

edgeable inputs and holistic views of

experts and educated professionals of

the society. The audience for the sur-

vey included renowned actor/ writer,

students, working professionals,

astrologers, journalist, political

observers and social workers.   

The survey was sent to respondents

through social media and regular

reminders were sent to ensure the

timely filling of valid responses.

Besides the initial basic information

about the respondents the survey

enquired about their viewing habits of

such pseudo programs, the reason for

viewing of such programs, impact of

such programs on their life and reso-

lution of problems through such pro-

grams (refer appendix for survey

questions).

Analysis and results

The responses from the survey result-

ed in the following analysis:

Survey findings

viewing habits of such pseudo scien-

tific programs

Of the 157 responses, almost 40 % of

the respondents admitted that they

watch pseudo scientific programs

(refer Fig. 1). For an extensive survey

involving educated professionals and

experts, this is a relatively high per-

centage which exhibits the existing

high interest levels of audiences.

Fig. 1

Impact of pseudo scientific programs 

Almost 40 % respondents rated the

impact of viewing such channels as

good and very good (refer Fig. 2).

This high percentage of response

becomes more critical when we also

consider the overall educational level

of respondents, thus making the sub-

ject of prevalence of the viewing of

pseudo scientific programs worth a

consideration for conducting research.  

Fig. 2

Frequency of viewing

Almost 50 % of the respondents men-

tioned of viewing of such programs

on either regular or occasional basis

(refer Fig. 3). Thus irrespective of

their views about such programs

appears is a considerable number. 
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Fig. 3

Reason for viewing

Of the 110 respondents which replied

to this question more than 60 %

admitted of viewing the programs for

curiosity or problem solving (refer

Fig. 4). Considering the education

levels of respondents this high figure

does indicate a desire to know and

learn about this subject. This can be

construed as the delicate boundary of,

leaning towards a scientific enquiry of

the subject and a possible vulnerabili-

ty towards exploitation.

Fig. 4

Follow up with practitioners after

watching the programs

In spite of their viewing habits only

12.7% of the respondents follow up

with practitioners (refer Fig. 5). 

Fig. 5

Problem resolution

Of the 138 respondents, almost one-

fourth felt that viewing such programs

did helped them in the resolution of

their problems (refer Fig. 6).  

Fig. 6

Interviews

Dr. Hamid Dabholkar of

Andhashraddha Nirmulan Samiti

mentioned that they have demanded

for putting a ban on such programs.

They even want such practices to

come under the scanner of consumer

protection act, and the practitioners

who don’t confer to such acts should

put a board such as, “astrology is only

for entertainment”. Mr. Ganesh

Kanate an erstwhile editor of Saam

Marathi Tv and Tv9 Marathi said

that though such programs were
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broadcasted during his tenure but they

had also displayed a disclaimer for

those programs. He was not support-

ive of broadcasting of such programs

but according to him the financial

constraints can force channels to cater

to the possible demand of the audi-

ences. He mentioned an important

point of adoption of BBC like model

where dedicated funding channels

through government can facilitate fair

working of television channels in

India. As per senior advocate and a

known social activist Aseem Sarode,

article 51 of the constitution states

that to spread the scientific tempera-

ment is the responsibility of state and

citizens. Thus broadcasting of such

programs is against constitutional

ethics. He further was of the opinion

that such programs result in promo-

tion of corruption, cheating and mis-

guidance and can create mental

imbalance in people. 

Discussion

For this important area of constitu-

tional ethics and broadcasting of

pseudo scientific programs on televi-

sion, this study gathered the important

data about viewing habits and inputs

from of audiences where almost 40 %

of the respondents admitted of watch-

ing such pseudo scientific programs

with almost 40 % respondents rating

the impact of viewing such programs

as good and very good. Regarding the

frequency of viewing almost 50 % of

the respondents view such programs

on either regular or occasional basis.

One critical output of the study is, of

the 110 respondents which responded

more than 60 % admitted of viewing

the programs for curiosity or problem

solving. Also, almost one-fourth of

the 138 respondents felt that viewing

such programs helped in the resolu-

tion of their problems. Thus rather

than just for entertainment, such pro-

grams are being viewed by those who

have some quest for knowledge and

practical applications. In the context

of constitutional ethics such approach

can be further refined in the light of

adoption of scientific approach and

providing safeguards from the possi-

bilities of exploitations. From the

interviewees perspective various

salient points could be observed such

as the practices should be considered

under the consumer protection act,

proactive steps of putting disclaimer

from the Tv channels, adoption of a

BBC like model for strengthening tel-

evision as a  medium and highlighting

of the vulnerabilities of exploitation

through such programs.

Media is considered a fourth pillar in

the democracy and it becomes highly

imperative for an important medium

like television in the world’s largest

democracy, that it echoes the spirit of

constitutional ethics in terms of

broadcasting programs which encour-

age the development of scientific tem-

per and ethical considerations among

the viewers. The introduction of steps

such as bringing the practices under

protection acts and adoption of mod-

els where the Tv channels are not
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restricted due to financial considera-

tions can further help in achieving

this objective. Further rather than cat-

egorically denying the widespread

prevalence of viewing of such pro-

grams, this scenario should be further

explored as to how and why such pro-

grams are having large viewership

and how the curiosity or the problem

solving requirement of the audiences

can be addressed in an appropriate

way.  

Implications, limitations and future

research

This study highlighted the existing

considerable viewership of pseudo

scientific programs on television. This

viewership is important considering

that the television is most important

medium in the present times in India.

It also highlighted the probable fall-

outs which can happen if the spirit of

constitutional ethics is not upheld and

the appropriate steps are not taken.

The present study was primarily

aimed at Marathi audiences and it

considered the television as a medium

for research, but future studies can

also consider other important medi-

ums such as print and social media.

Some of the important observations

from this study are, viewers are view-

ing the programs not only for enter-

tainment but also for curiosity and

problem solving, there could be a pos-

sibility of bringing such programs

under protection act and building of

model like BBC where a dedicated

funding channel through government

can help television channels in gain-

ing self sufficiency and reducing their

dependency on other sources of rev-

enue generation. All these areas can

further be explored as a part of con-

tinuing research on media and consti-

tutional ethics. Hence considering the

existence of high viewership of pseu-

do scientific programs on television,

which got highlighted in the study, it

is important that such areas are fur-

ther researched in to. This will not

only improve the understanding of

what viewers opine about such pro-

grams or practices, but will also help

in finding approaches for directing

their interest and opinions in ways

which help them both in betterment of

their life and in the development of

scientific temper as is encouraged by

the constitution of India.   
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Appendix

Survey questions

1. Do you watch programs based

on astrology or vastu shastra?

2. Please name the channel and

the program

3. How such programs affect

you?

4. How often do you watch such

programs

5. Why do you watch such pro-

grams?

6. Did you went to any

astrologer or vastu shastra expert after

watching such programs?

7. Do feel that viewing such pro-

grams helped you in resolution of

your problems?

***
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ABsTRAcT

In the past, a large numbers of Indian

entrepreneurs could survive or even

grow despite of inadequate manageri-

al capabilities. Simply because they

could not hide their inefficiency and

high cost behind large profit margins

or high prices resulting from lack of

competition.

Despite visible projects and adequate

finance, a large number of small and

medium enterprises have been failing.

There is a need to evaluate and diag-

nose industrial firms to promote them

and to assist them.

The problem of Indian entrepreneurs

has been the rather narrow and limit-

ed horizons within which they have

confined their vision. It is now time

for a progressive and broader outlook

without which success in industry or

business will not be ensured.

Financial analysis lays emphasis

entirely on past happenings rather

than on problems likely to arise in

future. No doubts, the financial snap-

shot of a company may give some

hints about its future, yet it is much

better to adopt probes that are

inclined more towards the future of

the enterprise than its past.

INTRODucTION

A number of large companies have
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been in trouble in the recent past.

Share prices of one of them plunged

from a peak of Rs 450 to Rs 95,

while, another showed a massive,

unheard of loss in its annual balance

sheet. Even big companies at times

face crushing defeats. Yet another

incidence of such failures is much

more frequent in the case of small and

medium scale enterprises.

The paper focuses on finance and

management control in the small busi-

ness enterprises, how and why of this

phenomenon and to purpose remedies

which could help enterprises to

remain on profit oriented. If you wish

to diagnose the health of your busi-

ness you should 

Normally we assess a company’s

present performance and its future

well-being through an analysis of its

financial results. We do its regardless

of whether the company belongs to a

big business house or is a tiny indus-

trial unit. The analysis has an advan-

tage in that we can rapidly survey the

figures of sales turnover and return on

investment and also check whether

the company is making a profit or

loss. Besides, it is quite natural for a

busy entrepreneur to gauge the finan-

cial and operating results of his busi-

ness performance and recon the future

of his business through such an analy-

sis. In any case he does not have

enough time to bother about other

‘trivial’ details of his company. The

financial analysis is the main instru-

ment that may be used by the small

scale entrepreneur while interacting

with the banker. He can also compare

his financial position and operating

performance with that of his competi-

tors and identify areas where he needs

to improve both.  

The overall health of the business is

reflected in its financial and profit

statements.   All basic strengths and

weaknesses will be reflected here. Yet

it is often difficult for the adviser to

measure quickly and easily the health

of a firm in this way for a number of

reasons: -

• the confidentiality with which

financial statements are often regard-

ed and therefore the day to day diffi-

culty in gaining access

• the frequent inadequacy or

absence of records and systems that

can be used for purposes of quick

analysis

• the adequacy of reported

annual accounts in reflecting the true

position of the company for variety of

tax and other reasons

Given these difficulties the adviser

will frequently need to make judg-

ments from inadequate data, to assist

in constructing from this data basic

financial and profit statements, and

advise the business on the design of

systems to improve financial and

profit information.

This may mean spending time getting

to know the business through the

owner-manager and reaching an

understanding of what is possible and

appropriate for the business in terms

of financial and management control

systems and procedures. It also means
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helping the owner-manager to under-

stand clearly the relevance of key

pieces of financial information to the

running of the business.

Businesses do not fail because they

do not make profits. They fail because

they run out of cash. The management

of cash and liquid assets in the small

business is usually critical and the

relationship of these to profits is not

always clearly understood by the

entrepreneur.

There are two key questions to be

answered:

• How well is the business

doing in cash and profit terms?

(where are the problems if any?)

• How well do the basic systems

in the business assist the management

to monitor its health?

Analyzing cash and profit problems

Basically cash problems in the busi-

ness are likely to stem form the caus-

es set out in Exhibit 1 including:

• basic under-capitalization of

the business with a need for the injec-

tion of new equity finance

• excess withdrawals by owners

• excess stocks and work in

progress

• inadequate control of debtors

• over generous terms of credi-

tors

• too much cash tied up in fixed

assets

• trouble with the bank (e.g. at

limit of overdraft)

Each of these in turn can be traced to

their own distinctive causes, which

can be further explored with the

owner-managers.

It is important to note that the absence

of, or the inadequacy of profits, will

soon feed into the liquidity problems.

If the problem is profitability then the

major points to explore are (Exhibit

1):

• the overall adequacy of

turnover

• the overall adequacy of

process margins and the gross contri-

bution

• the detailed contribution of

particular activities, departments or

products to turnover and profit

• the control of labor, materials

and overhead costs

Each of these can then in turn be ana-

lyzed further to highlight distinctive

causes of identified performance

problems.

ExHIBIT 1

cAsh OR PROFIT PROBLEms?
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The Adequacy of records and systems

Difficulties in advising small busi-

nesses stemming from the inadequacy,

or unavailability of information have

been mentioned above. A wide varia-

tion in systems may be found depend-

ent upon the type of business. Many

of these will have been invented by

the owner/manager; others will have

been installed on the advice of

accountants or consultants Exhibit 2

indicates the basic ledgers and sys-

tems that might be available for

inspection, enabling in turn:

• monitoring of cash

• monitoring and/or analysis of

sales and purchases

• monitoring of the debtor and

creditor situation

• monitoring of product or job

costs and contribution

• monitoring of departmental

costs and contribution

• monitoring of materials and

stocks and work in progress

• overall monitoring of profits,

sales, outputs and contributions in the

form of regular weekly, monthly or

quarterly trading or operating

accounts

These records can provide the basis

for the setting of standards and budg-

ets for cash, profits, turnover, and

departmental and product costs and

contributions along with perhaps a

separate development budget.

ExHIBIT 2

MONITORING AND CONTROL

cONcLusION

It is observed that the small business

entrepreneur fail because of lack of

necessary financial accounting data. It

is because the small entrepreneur

feels that they cannot afford to

employ an accountant. Many small

entrepreneur think that they have such

a thorough knowledge of their busi-

ness that ignore the importance of

financial data for future decision mak-

ing.

Many entrepreneurs who are such

green horns in business that they can

hardly spell out exact difference

between total cost and gross profit

margins or when does the business

bread even. They find it unnecessary

to get accurate up-to-date information

about such vital data of their business

activity from time to time. Nor they
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show adequate appreciation of the

importance of financial data in the

forms required for proper cash and

working capital management. They

run the business like a car driver who

drives at night without head lights.

Small business should set up sound

financial and cost information sys-

tems that will help you to know the

product costs, income from sales,

profit/loss and cash flow in an authen-

tic and reliable manner. They money

that you spend for establishing such

systems is not to be regarded as an

expense but as an investment. Without

such systems, you will be groping in

the dark about the outcome of your

business decisions that you want to

take or have already taken. 

***
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